Abstract—Nowadays, computer-aided recognition programs is being frequently utilized to diagnose cardiac abnormalities. In this study, a fully automatic novel method based on continuous wavelet transform (CWT) was developed for determination of QT interval in various ECG signals. Especially, the determination of T-wave end is the most difficult problem. Developed method was performed to find the beginning of QRS complexes and the end of T-wave. The proposed algorithm was tested on MIT-BIH-NSR database signed by QT database, then, the algorithm had scores 15.17 milliseconds and 17.19 root-mean-square error at gold standard, 19.22 milliseconds and 20.22 root-mean-square error at silver standard, respectively. In conclusion, the proposed algorithm is a fully automatic method to attain high performance in various ECG patterns.
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In order to process non-deterministic ECG signals, neural network applications were developed [6-8]. Neural networks can be efficiently achieved to measure QT interval regardless of frequency characteristic of ECG, after training the neural network. However, this process requires too long training data, and is not automated method.

Some methods to be independent of ECG level were implemented in frequency domain [9]. It is noteworthy that measurement performance decreases with significant waveforms removed even the algorithms are fully-automated. On the other hand, these algorithms cannot be achieved to apply on the signal obtained by different channels of ECG because T wave and QRS complexes orientations change.

Due to all reasons explained above, in this study, a novel full-automatic algorithm based on continuous wavelet transform (CWT) was proposed to recognize the beginning of depolarization and the end of repolarization in heart ventricle. In the presented algorithm, the ECG signals were preprocessed by filtering and flattening. Then, the ECG boundaries are marked by using CWT. The algorithm performance was evaluated in terms of gold standard and silver standard which are comparison with manual annotation and comparison of standard automatic algorithms, respectively.

II. METHOD

In this study, the QT interval computed for each beat, and the results were compared with the annotations. Primarily, for this purpose evaluated ECG record was filtered by using band-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter with the corner frequency 0.5 and 40 Hz. Coiflet 1 type CWT was applied to filtered record and the resulting signal was used for locating the R peaks and T-wave end points. Since the amplitude of signal obtained after CWT analysis is high in the vicinity of R peaks, the first decision making in Fig. 1 was used to keep only high amplitude signal parts. Kept parts where the peaks are high amplitude were examined by the second decision mechanism in Fig. 1 and ±160 ms (R scan range) in the presence of the largest amplitude peaks were determined as R peak.

In order to catch the moment when the signal reach its isoelectric level, 8 ms back of minimum or maximum point at left side of R peaks according to its direction was marked as QRS complex start points, the starting point of the QT interval. RR interval values mentioned in Fig. 2 were achieved by calculating the times between consecutive R peaks. In order to detect T-wave peaks, the time half of RR interval after QRS complex was scanned and both the highest and lowest points were marked. By using decision mechanism seen in Fig. 2, with underlying area calculation the T-wave peak direction (positive or negative) was determined and ultimately, max or min point marked before was selected as T-wave peak point. Since the amplitude of the signal obtained after CWT analysis is low around T-wave peaks, high amplitude parts of the signal were set to zero by means of decision mechanism in Fig. 3. After that by normalizing the rest of the signal the amplitudes around T-wave based peaks were amplified. In Fig. 3 the region called CAR starts from one fifth of RR interval left side of R peak and ends at T-wave peak for each beat. After CAR regions were also cleared, the rest of the signal peaks were used to determine T-wave end locations. T-wave end points were marked with respect to last decision mechanism in Fig. 3 and then QT interval values for both our algorithm and annotations were calculated. In score calculation part seen in Fig. 4, mean squared error (MSE) calculation has been executed based on previously calculated QT interval mean error for each ECG record.

Figure 1. QT interval algorithm Q start location determination part
III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment were performed by using MIT-DB-NSR and MIT-BIH Long-Term ECG signal records in QT-database [10]. In MIT-DB-NSR and MIT-BIH Long-Term ECG database, there are fifteen records annotated by experts and standard automatic algorithms. All records are sampled at 250 Hz, and are normalized to remove changes of amplitude level in ECG.

Manual annotations were applied on representative beats in all records. Automatic annotations for waveform onset and offset were provided by using differentiated threshold method in ECGPUWAVE [11]. Manual annotations contain 441 beats to evaluate representative beats of ECG records.

When applying the experiments, the proposed algorithm had the following scores illustrated at table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Automatic</th>
<th>Manual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Error</td>
<td>15.17 ms</td>
<td>19.22 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error</td>
<td>17.19 ms</td>
<td>20.22 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Test Results

Table 1 shows manual and automatic measurement errors in experiment. According to these results, automatic test had better score than manual test since automatic annotation is only obtained from standard algorithms leading to same errors. Also, automatic test was performed on all ECG records including broken patterns by using ECGPUWAVE method which its performance can be challengeable. These results are deeply discussed in next section.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, a novel fully automated method was proposed to analyze QT interval in ECG signal. The algorithm achieved QRS complex recognition, finding T-wave peak and end point in all records. All ECG records were obtained by QT-database which was annotated by the experts and automatic algorithm. However, QT-database contains five different abnormalities group which was not included in this study.
European ST-T Databases includes many different patients with myocardial infarction, cardiac artery diseases and hypertension causing ST elevation and rippling isoelectric baseline in ECG. Generally, V4-V5 channels of ECG were used to collect cardiac signal. Due to these reasons, CWT produced a lot of wrong results in test. There is no consensus where the T-wave peak are even in standard automatic algorithm. MIT-BIH Supraventricular arrhythmia database was sampled at different frequency, then, we cannot include the results of those. Records from Sudden Death patients in BIH database have different T-wave morphology, positive negative T-wave. The proposed algorithm was only utilized at positive or negative T-wave morphology. Nevertheless, these databases results have poor results obtained by standard automatic annotation. Additionally, T-wave morphology is not easily discriminated even by observation. As the same way, MIT-BIH ST change database contains records with the high heart rate, so, the ripple in the signal is too high level. MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database was sampled at different frequency, and contained different T-wave morphology which our algorithm cannot be applied. Additionally, this databases consists of many premature ventricular contraction (PVC) record which means that RR interval mostly changes causing to impact on QT interval variation, and the proposed algorithm performance too.

On the other hand, the proposed algorithm does not require the determination of isoelectric level. The algorithm searches specific frequency energy which includes T-wave end. The algorithm is not affected by the amplitude level, but frequency changes. It discriminates T-wave positive or negative peaks in MIT-BIH-NSR and Long-term records. Additionally, decision mechanism related to finding T-wave positive-negative is mostly affected by Q points deflection because some of the changes such as ST-T elevation, PVC shift the level of Q points. Mostly, the other databases errors are caused because of that.

Generally, manual test had a poor score due to lack of representative beat selection. Additionally, automatic algorithm results may be improved by adding representative beat controls in classification performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, a fully automated technique based on CWT was proposed to measure QT interval in various ECG signal patterns. Especially, marking T-wave end is the most difficult problem. In this study, CWT was firstly applied on the ECG signal to detect Q position, and then T-wave end location was obtained by the algorithm. The presented algorithm had achievements both at 15.17 ms mean error and 17.19 RMS error in automatic test and at 19.22 mean error and 20.22 RMS error in manual test.

The proposed algorithm does not need any training data, or manual intervention. Also, the presented algorithm is not influenced by isoelectric level changes and intra-beat variation. However, it is only performed on positive or negative T-wave morphologies. Also, All QT-databases were not included in the test because of existence of different abnormalities and restriction on the present algorithm.

In the future work, RR interval changes and selective representative will be included to the presented algorithm. Additionally, six different T-wave morphologies will be examined to update the presented algorithm.

In conclusion, the results showed that the presented algorithm can be effectively used to attain high performance in determination of QT interval automatically.
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